The Newest Machine in the Industry,
Built for You
by the Best Team in the Business

✔ Over 25 years of CNC Router Manufacturing Experience
✔ Factory Direct Sales and Support across North America
✔ Dedicated Website for all consumables, parts and support

Optimus. A Brand New, All-In-One, Cabinet Making CNC Solution
Designed exclusively for the cabinet making industry, Optimus is more than just a machine, it is a complete
solution including a customized machine configuration, dedicated support, and a range of specially
designed machine options.

Software
Optimus is designed for fast and effortless cabinet making, and
is compatible with all standard industry software. Optimus offers
users unparalleled familiarity for integrating with virtually all
existing cabinet making software packages.
Use the Solid Essentials from Cabinet Vision for intuitive design,
nesting and programming. This software provides the essential
tools required to automate your manufacturing process in the
most efficient and productive way possible.

Built for You
Optimus has incorporated a wide range of performance
enhancing features as standard to ensure a robust construction
that is capable of delivering superb power, versatility and
productivity.
The following standard features are included:
❏ Heavy-duty, steel base combined with an 8” steel
gantry for stability, high speed machining and
superior cut quality.
❏ Powerful servo motor system coupled with helical rack
and pinion for exceptional performance and high
speed cutting.
❏ Aluminum Vacuum deck with innovative auto zone
management for efficient and secure material hold down.

Performance Options
Fully customizable, Optimus offers a range of machine options carefully selected for cabinet makers
like you, that contribute to significantly improved cut quality and shop productivity:
❏ Select from a range of high power spindles and multi-spindle drill heads for desired cut
quality and performance
❏ Add a 10 position automatic tool changer for fast and efficient tool changing
❏ Add the fully automatic sheet handling system for optimum productivity freeing up
production workers time for different tasks.
❏ Hose management and dust extraction to ensure a clean and hazard free workplace

Sizes

Available in a variety of standard sizes, Optimus delivers an easy
to use platform that is capable of processing all standard sheet
sizes. With process areas up to 74.5” (1,892mm) wide by 20ft (6m)
long, there is always a solution to suit your exact needs.
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